Wool Wench

HOT AND SPICY!

Food and Fiber Workshop
WoolWench Workshop

Hot and Spicy!

hot colours!
lofty plies
Colour jamming

inspiration from nature
bulky singles
colour mixing

corespinning
crazy plies
beehive coils
Join us on a fun foodie yarnie autumny afternoon! We are combining spicy food with some spicy spinning! We start with a yummy lunch of taste bud sizzling curry goodness, supplied by the lovely Jennifer (Restaurant Oni). This deliciously flavoured taste adventure will start us off already inspired to spin some rich yarns, with a hot and spicy theme! I will provide a fiber kit with specially dyed hot and spicy spinning materials, you bring along any spice inspired add ins you would like to use, Cardamom or pepper ball shaped beads? Felted Kaffir Lime leaves? Chilli-red core thread? Anything goes so long as its hot and spicy!

We will work on some advanced spinning and plying techniques, including corespinning, super lofty bulky singles, beehive coils, and boucle. There WILL be sparkle, and there WILL be amazing colours!

You need to bring: your wheel, empty bobbins, Lazy Kate, some hot fibers, core spinning thread (strong thread of any kind), any add ins you can think of, and of course, your appetite!

Skills required - You should be able to spin a controlled single, and it helps if you can do a basic balanced two ply already..

Maximum attendees: 6

Payment secures your place.

Register & more info
suzy@woolwench.com
or
Pauline at Wool
woooldenhaag@gmail.com